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RManaging change in project schedules is a complex problem in constructionmanagement. To effectivelymanage,
analyze, and revise schedules, planners need to identifywhen and how activities and constraints can be changed,
develop various schedule alternatives, and determine the effect of changes on related activities. Existing software
tools enable users to generate and visualize a schedule from a list of activities and time-based constraints, and to
showmultiple bars for an activity to reflect different versions of a schedule. However, there is little visual support
for interacting with schedules, and for exploring and comparing alternative versions of a schedule. We present a
schedule visualization tool called TASM (Tool for Advanced Schedule Management) that addresses these limita-
tions. TASM augments traditional Gantt charts and network diagrams by directly representing constraint types,
network chains, and flexibility of activity timing.We also implemented new techniques to visualize schedule dif-
ferences when comparing multiple schedules. Our tests demonstrate that these techniques enhance traditional
schedule visualization methods.

© 2012 Published by Elsevier B.V.
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E1. Introduction

Scheduling involves the important and complex process of coordi-
nating activities in construction projects. Schedules for a large building
project include many activities, with some project schedules having
thousands of activities, oftenwith numerous constraints between activ-
ities. These schedules need to be updated and changed often to reflect
the realities of progress in the field, which is often uncertain and
unpredictable. Commercial scheduling software tools, such asMicrosoft
Project and Primavera Project Planner, are commonly used to create
schedules. These tools visualize schedules using standard Gantt chart
and network diagramming approaches. In a Gantt chart, scheduled
activities are represented as bars on a timeline and constraints are rep-
resented as lines between the bars (see Fig. 1(a)). In a network diagram,
activities and constraints are represented as nodes and links in a
node-link diagram, which shows activity ordering but not exact times
or durations (see Fig. 1(b)). These techniquesmake complex scheduling
possible, but suffer from three key limitations that we address in this
work:

• Graphical representation of constraint types: Traditional methods
graphically represent the timing of constraints but not their type
80
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(e.g., resource and workspace constraints [1] and flexibility [2–4]).
Consequently, when reviewing a schedule, it is difficult to understand
why a constraint exists and when it is applicable. For example, two
activities might be impossible to execute simultaneously because
both installations require use of a lift (a resource constraint). This
constraint is flexible because a second lift could be acquired. Alterna-
tively, one of the items may need to be installed first because it physi-
cally supports the other; this type of constraint is less flexible.

• Interactive representation of network chains: With current tools, it can
be very hard to see which activities depend on a particular activity,
i.e., a network chain [3], when the display is cluttered by the presence
of many constraints. Although current tools allow users to organize
and filter the activities in a schedule to isolate a network of interest,
they provide limited visual support and require complicated interac-
tion techniques.

• Comparison of alternatives: Current tools focus on one schedule at a
time, making it difficult to create and compare alternate versions to
see which is most suitable [2,5] For example, existing tools allow
users to show multiple bars for an activity to reflect different versions
(e.g., as-built and as-planned bars). However, there is little visual sup-
port for exploring and comparing different alternatives for executing
the work. Differences between versions must be identified manually.

The above limitations with current scheduling systems often make
it challenging to modify a schedule when problems arise. Schedule
creation is an iterative process [2] and schedules frequently need to
construction schedules, Automation in Construction (2012), http://
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be modified to overcome delays, expedite certain activities, or meet
milestones [3]. Activities may take longer than expected, workers
may be unavailable due to illness, material deliveries may be delayed,
or weather conditions may hinder productivity. Practitioners may
also want to create alternative schedules to address schedule delays
or expedite certain activities, and then compare the different sched-
ule options. To effectively understand, analyze, and modify schedules,
planners need to identify when and how activities and constraints
can be changed, develop various schedule alternatives, and determine
the effect of changes on related activities.

This research investigates a variety of visualization techniques
that address the limitations described above. The goal of this research
is to better understand which visualization techniques would be
useful for both modifying a construction schedule and comparing
alternative versions of a schedule. We focus on large, complicated
project schedules that require changes input by a single user at a
typical workstation. While other team members may have input
into the scheduling process, we assume a single user interacts with
the schedule at any given time. We evaluated several new approaches
for visualizing and interacting with project schedules, including
graphical representation of constraint types, interactive highlighting
of network chains, and methods to visualize differences between
multiple schedule versions. These techniques were implemented and
tested in our schedule visualization testbed called TASM (Tool for
Advanced Schedule Management). TASM directly visualizes both con-
straint types and paths of activities connected via constraints (network
chains). These features enable users to more easily determine which
activities are related via constraints, and then judge which constraints
and activities can be most easily modified. We also implemented an
overlap method (i.e., overlapping two schedules) and introduce the
Sidebar and TbarView techniques to visualize schedule differences
when comparing multiple schedules. We evaluated the usefulness of
these interactive features using inspection and user-based methods.
U
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Fig. 1. Example Gantt chart (a) and network diagram (b) from our prototype visualizatio
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These tests demonstrate that these visualization techniques enhance
common schedule visualization methods.

In the remainder of the paper, we discuss related work followed by
the system design. Thenwe describe our evaluation process and discuss
design considerations for scheduling tools.

2. Related work

The three limitations described in the Introduction have been
addressed only minimally by related work, as described below. We also
describe numerous other aspects of schedule visualization research.

2.1. Representation of constraint types

Current scheduling techniques represent only timing and prece-
dence information about constraints. For example, a ‘finish to start’ con-
straint between activities A and Bmaymean that activity Bmust start at
least n days after activity A finishes. Because timing alone cannot
adequately represent the complexity and variability of constraints,
several authors have proposed classifications of constraint types
[1,3,4]. For construction, Echeverry et al. [1] identified fifteen differ-
ent construction-specific constraints based on four factors that
govern activity sequencing (Table 1).

Koo et al. [3] extended Echeverry et al.'s classification by introducing
generic constraint types that apply to any domain. In this classification,
constraints are either enabling (one activity is required for another to be
possible) or impeding (two activities cannot happen simultaneously)
and flexible (can be changed) or inflexible (cannot be changed), as
shown in Table 1. Koo et al. demonstrated the benefits of their generic
constraint taxonomy, but presented only a very simplistic way of visu-
ally representing the constraints, which relied substantially on textual
annotation. This research builds on and extends the work of Echeverry
n tool, TASM, which augments these layouts with interactive features and overlays.

construction schedules, Automation in Construction (2012), http://
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Table 1t1:1

t1:2 Construction-specific (EcheverryQ3 et al., 2001) and generic [3] constraint types, and visual representation in TASM.

Factors Construction Constraints Role Flexibility

Type Representation Type Representation Type Representation

Physical 

component 

relationships

Supported by Enabling Inflexible

Connected to Impeding Flexible

Covered by Enabling Inflexible

Enclosed by Impeding Inflexible

Closer to Enabling Flexible

Protected by Enabling Inflexible

Trade 

interaction

Workspace Impeding Flexible

Resource Impeding Flexible

Damaged by Impeding Flexible

Serviced by Enabling Inflexible

Workflow Impeding Flexible

Path

interference
Obstructed by Impeding Inflexible

Code 

regulations

Safety Impeding Inflexible

Inspection Impeding Inflexible

Testing Impeding Inflexible
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and Koo by enriching the visual representation and interaction features
to support both schedule modification and comparison tasks.
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2.2. Interactive representation of network chains

Koo et al. [3] also introduced the concept of a network chain or a
group of activities related to a target activity via constraints. Event
chain diagrams [6] present this information graphically, but do so
by adding colored arrows and lines on top of Gantt charts, which
would create substantial visual clutter if the schedule was large and
complex (see Fig. 2). We propose a new technique in which network
Please cite this article as: M. Tory, et al., Comparative visualization of
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.autcon.2012.08.004
chains are revealed using interactive highlighting of activity bars and
constraint links rather than through additional graphical marks.

Burkhard and Meier [7] proposed a schedule visualization tech-
nique based on an urban subway map metaphor, where activities
for each person or team were shown as ‘train lines’ and milestones
were shown as ‘stations. Stott et al. [8] later implemented a layout
algorithm for this approach (see Fig. 3). User feedback suggested
that the subway map visualization provided a useful overview. Sub-
way maps are similar to our network chain highlighting in that
paths of related activities are identified graphically. However, in the
subway map these paths are strictly based on the group responsible
for the activities. Thus, the paths in the subway maps are more
construction schedules, Automation in Construction (2012), http://
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Fig. 2. Event chain diagram (McKinley). Event chains are shown as overlaid arrows and
lines.
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restricted than network chains, leaving us with a more difficult prob-
lem. In addition, schedules tend to have many more data points than
subway maps; the technique may not scale beyond small, simple
schedules.

2.3. Comparison of alternatives

Numerous reports have identified a need for better tools to create
and compare alternative versions of schedules [2,5,9]. Our own ethno-
graphic work with a building design team also identified this need.
Liston et al. [10] suggested overlaying two related Gantt charts on top
of one another as a way of viewing differences (see Fig. 7), but did
not test the effectiveness of this approach. Russell and Udaipurwala
[9] suggest showing charts side-by-side but do not offer suggestions
for visually linking the charts. In our earlier work [11], we introduced
and evaluated several visualization techniques for comparison of relat-
ed Gantt charts, including Liston's overlay idea. Here we integrate those
techniques into a scheduling system along with additional features to
address the other challenges described above.

2.4. Additional schedule visualization advances

Several other schedule visualization techniques are worth mention-
ing, but are less directly related to our contributions. For construction
scheduling, considerable effort has been devoted to integrating sched-
ule data with the spatial building plan to create an animation of the
3D model over time. This 4D visualization enables planners to more
easily relate activities in the schedule to objects and locations in the spa-
tial model (e.g., [10,12,13]) and has been shown to provide substantial
benefits (e.g., [14–16]). Alternately, the 3D view and schedule view
can be connected through linked highlighting [10]. Unlike 4D CAD, we
U
N

Fig. 3. Schedule visualization inspired by a subway map [8]. Each color re
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do not focus on integrating schedule information with a 3D model;
instead we focus on augmenting representations of the schedule itself.
However, our scheduling visualization techniques could be easily inte-
grated into a 4D CAD system.

Other work has focused on representing uncertainty in activity
timing [17,18]. For example, installing plumbing fixtures may take
4–7 days depending on availability of supplies and the number of prob-
lems encountered during installation. Traditional scheduling tools such
as PERT (Program Evaluation and Review Technique) account for this
mechanistically but do not allow users to view the options graphically.
Gantt charts also do not represent uncertainty because they display activ-
ities as fixed length bars at specific positions on a timeline. Approaches to
visualizing time uncertainty include the time annotation glyph [18], tem-
poral objects [19], sets of possible occurrences [20], and PaintStrips [21].
Several of these were summarized and compared by Kosara et al. [22].
A more recent approach, PlanningLines [17], replaces activity bars with
a more complicated bar representation, where ‘end caps’ represent the
extent of possible scheduling dates, and shaded bars represent the mini-
mum andmaximumdurations of the activity. A user study [23] showed a
substantial benefit for PlanningLines over common network diagrams for
judging temporal uncertainty in schedules. We therefore incorporated
many of the features of PlanningLines into our prototype. Note that our
version of PlanningLines does not show uncertainty in the duration of
activities because our schedule data did not have this information; thus,
our implementation is limited to the end caps showing the range of pos-
sible start and end dates (visible in various figures throughout the design
section).

Lifelines [24] presented a variation of Gantt charts for representing
personal histories. Lifelines introduced the concept of facets, or groups
of related activities. Facets allow users to hide details by interactively
collapsing the view of several related activities into a single summary
bar. Facets are also commonly used in scheduling tools as a way of orga-
nizing activities into logical groups (e.g., by the group responsible for
each activity or by work location). We focus instead on constraints
and schedule comparison, though facets could be easily added to our
prototype.

3. System design

This section describes TASM, our schedule implementation tool
(Fig. 4). We show how TASM overcomes the limitations described in
the Introduction. First, we describe how TASM uses line color, line style,
and icons to represent different constraints (Section 3.1). Next we
describe howweuse interactive highlighting to represent network chains
(Section 3.2). Finally, we describe TASM's overlap method for the com-
parison of alternatives aswell as the Sidebar and TbarView— visual inter-
faces that allow users to explore schedule alternatives in more depth
(Section 3.3).

Our design ideas were implemented in a custom-built prototype
using the Java development language with swing interface compo-
nents. Graphics were created using Java 2D. No additional toolkits
presents a team, each point a milestone, and each link a dependency.

construction schedules, Automation in Construction (2012), http://
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were employed in the implementation. TASM supports standard
opening, saving, and windowing features common to contemporary
graphical user interface systems. TASM reads schedule data in a text
format that can be exported from Microsoft Project; schedules can
then be modified and compared within TASM. This approach enabled
us to import schedule data to test our design ideas without requiring
implementation of extensive schedule creation functionalities required
in a complete scheduling tool.

TASM builds upon standard Gantt chart and network layouts by
augmenting them with overlaid information and interactive features.
These additions were designed to enable users to better understand,
analyze, modify, and compare schedules. We chose to augment existing
layouts rather than create new layouts because project managers are
very accustomed to these layouts andmight find alternative layouts diffi-
cult to learn. In this section, we focus our discussion on themore uncom-
mon and novel visualization design attributes of our implementation.

3.1. Representation of constraint types

Understanding the reasoning behind a constraint allows a project
manager to determine whether there is a feasible alternative to the
ordering of activities. For instance, impeding activities simply cannot be
executed simultaneously, so the order could be reversed. Representing
the types of constraints in Table 1 graphically is novel — Koo et al. [3]
implemented them, but represented them using textual annotation.
U
N
C
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R
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E
C
T

Fig. 4. TASM Screenshot. Subsequent figu
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Our work makes constraint information more easily accessible
by representing constraint types using line styles, line color, and
icons, in addition to text. Line style and color can be distinguished
pre-attentively by the human visual system [25] in contrast to text
which takes substantial time to read.

Our system graphically represents both generic constraint types
(flexible/inflexible and impeding/enabling) and construction specific
constraint types (ObstructedBy, DamagedBy, Resource, etc.), but not
both at the same time; the choice of which to display is under user
control. Fig. 5 shows an example constraint icon for ObstructedBy
that appears when the mouse is over the ObstructedBy constraint
line between Water proofing of exterior ground floor slab and Soft
landscaping-Planting activities. The meaning of the various constraint
representations can be read from a legend (see Table 1). Generic
constraint types are represented using line color (Fig. 6a) and line
style (Fig. 6b). As shown in Fig. 6b, dashed and solid lines represent
flexible and inflexible constraints, respectively. Blue and green lines
represent impeding and enabling constraints, respectively. The four
combinations can be easily captured in this way, and the dashed
line intuitively represents a flexible constraint (i.e., one that is more
easily changed). The 15 construction domain-specific constraints are
represented using color (hue), text, and icons. Hue is generally an
effective way to represent different categories, but color alone was
considered insufficient because 15 visually distinct colors would like-
ly be difficult to remember and visually distinguish [25]. Line style is
E
D
 P

res detail the visualization features.
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not used in this case because it adds an extra visual variable whose
meaning might be confused. Distinguishing the colors may pose
some trouble for those with color vision deficiencies; this is another
reason that we use multiple representations, including text and icons.
316
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3.2. Representation of network chains

Before project managers can generate ideas for changing a schedule,
theyneed to thoroughly understand the schedule's constraints. For exam-
ple, before allowing activity A to be extended by a week, the manager
needs to understand the impact of this change on other activities in the
U
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Fig. 6. Highlighted network chains in network style diagrams (a) and Gantt style diagram
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schedule. These impacts can be very difficult to discern in large, complex,
and cluttered schedules. It is particularly difficult to determine relation-
ships between activities that are far apart in the schedule layout and/or
activities that are connected by a complicated series of activities and
constraints.

We use interactive highlighting to address this problem. Hovering
one's mouse cursor over a particular activity bar will selectively highlight
predecessor and/or successor activities related to this activity (i.e., net-
work chains) by using a more saturated color, as shown in Fig. 6. Both
the activities and constraints on the network chain are highlighted. This
approach enables users to easily discern the connectivity between activi-
ties. Most scheduling systems highlight only the critical path (i.e., activi-
ties that would delay the entire schedule if they were delayed). Our
lightweight approach allowsflexible exploration of any path in the sched-
ule, enabling project managers to more easily understand and make
changes to non-critical path activities and constraints. Color saturation
was chosen as the method of highlighting because it does not conflict
with the hue-based coloring of constraint types (Section 3.1) and makes
the highlighted items stand out visually.
R
O3.3. Comparison of alternatives

Schedules are dynamic ‘living’ documents that are frequently
updated as a project progresses. Creating and comparing schedule
E
D
 P

s (b). Line colors represent construction‐specific (a) or generic (b) constraint types.
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Fig. 7. Stacking approach used in Primavera Project Planner. Two activities are delayed
and one activity is added in Schedule B.
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alternatives is incredibly challenging with existing tools. A common
solution is to place the schedules side by side and compare the activ-
ities one by one. Sometimes users just compare textual dates in
spreadsheets, but this is only reasonable for a very small schedule.
Primavera Project Planner compares different schedules by simply
stacking the time-based bar charts of corresponding activities togeth-
er into one Gantt chart (Fig. 7). This method is space consuming and
does not easily scale, especially when more than two versions of a
schedule need to be compared.

Liston et al. [10] proposed, but did not implement, an overlapmethod,
where two related Gantt charts are overlapped in one view, such that
corresponding activities align if they are unchanged. Our discussions
with an experienced constructionmanager suggested that this approach
could be very effective. He reported that projectmanagers oftenmanual-
ly overlap paper-based Gantt charts (e.g., the contractor's schedule and
the owner's schedule) to identify the variances of dates and durations.
We implemented an overlap method as suggested above. We also intro-
duce the Sidebar and TbarView techniques for comparingmultiple sched-
ules. A more detailed write-up of these schedule comparison features
can be found in [11].

Our techniques assume that the schedules being compared are close
variants of some base schedule (e.g., an original schedule and several
alternative variations on it). Activities in common across the variant
schedules must be identified by the same name and ID number, but
may vary in other ways (timing and constraints).

3.3.1. Overlapped Gantt charts
To support the comparison of two schedules, we overlap two Gantt

charts and show the variances as ‘shadows’ (see Fig. 8). In the Gantt
U
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Fig. 8. Overlap view in Schedule A's window. (a) Activity in Schedule B is delayed compare
Schedule B has shorter duration than in Schedule A; (d) Early Start; (e) Late Start; (f) Early
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charts implemented in TASM, single activities are visualized by bar
charts within two end caps, which represent the constraints of Early &
Late Start (Fig. 8(d) and (e)) and Early & Late Finish (Fig. 8(f) and
(g)), similar to PlanningLines [17]. Analogous to theway people overlap
two paper-based schedules to examine the variances, the two Gantt
charts are overlapped in layers, and distinguished by color and line
type (solid or dotted). The two layers overlap perfectly where activities
are unchanged; ‘shadows’ (shown as green dotted lines) emphasize
parts that differ. Fig. 8 illustrates three examples. The overlap view is
displayed in Schedule A'swindow (left), where the dotted green shadow
illustrates how activities are different in Schedule B. The first activity
starts and finishes later in Schedule B (Fig. 8(a)), and the second activity
does not exist in Schedule A (Fig. 8(b)). The ‘cap’ is emphasized only if
the corresponding dates changed (Fig. 8(c), where the left cap's position
from Schedule B is shown as an additional dotted cap in Schedule A). To
reduce visual clutter, the end caps can be optionally hidden.
E
D
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O3.3.2. Sidebar view
Navigatingmultiple schedule windows can be cumbersome, particu-

larly when the schedules are large. Users need to zoom in to see details,
but may then become lost while scrolling up and down. To alleviate
these issues, we designed a sidebar view, which displays an overview
of the whole schedule on the right edge of each window (Fig. 9(b) and
(e)). Each small rectangle on the sidebar represents an activity that dif-
fers between the two schedules being compared. The area covered by a
black rectangle (Fig. 9(b)) indicates the current scope of the details
shown in the schedule window. This enables users to easily tell which
part of the schedule is visible.

We designed the sidebar to improve performance when a quick
view is needed, e.g., examining whether or not an activity is delayed.
If an activity in Schedule A finishes later than in Schedule B, the right
half of the small rectangle is shaded on Schedule A's sidebar
(Fig. 9(e)). Conversely, the left half is shaded if Activity A finishes
earlier. A “+” is shown beside the rectangle if the activity takes
more time in this schedule (Fig. 9(e)), and a “–” is shown if it takes
less time. A mouse-over event on the sidebar quickly locates the corre-
sponding activity in the Gantt chart by linked highlighting (Fig. 9(d)).

To access additional details, users can roll their mouse cursor over
an activity. This displays a pop-up (Fig. 9(c)) with activity attributes
such as date and duration for both schedules, so that details can be
d to Schedule A; (b) Activity in Schedule B does not exist in Schedule A; (c) Activity in
Finish; (g) Late Finish.
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Fig. 9. Comparing two schedules using the Sidebar view: (a) Title shows that schedule A (left) is compared to Schedule B (right); (b) Focus scope shown by black box in sidebar;
(c) InfoBox with details of both schedules; (d) Corresponding highlight; (e) Sidebar.
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directly compared. Attributes differences are highlighted in orange in
the pop-up InfoBox.

3.3.3. TbarView
Users often compare several alternative schedules to one base

schedule. For example, a project team might evaluate several alterna-
tives compared to the base to find the best solution to reschedule a
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Fig. 10. Comparing three schedules with the TbarView: (I) File section panel; (II) Widget pa
and in the file selection panel; (b) Select range by dragging out a box; (c) Corresponding h
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project. Overlapping more than two Gantt charts might lead to exces-
sive clutter, and placing them side-by-side is cumbersome and requires
users to switch attention among multiple views. Instead, we combine
the differences of all the schedules in another visual interactive
window — the TbarView.

The TbarView includes a file selection panel (Fig. 10(I)), a widget
panel (Fig. 10(II)), and the Tbar comparison (Fig. 10(III)). Users can
E

nel; (III) Tbar comparison; (a) Colors to distinguish schedules on Gantt chart title bars
ighlight; (d) Duration variances; (e) End Date variances.
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define their own base and alternatives by drag and dropmotions from
a separate portfolio window. The portfolio is an interactive panel
that stores different schedule versions. The TbarView conveys:
(1) variances in activity End Dates, (2) variances in activity durations,
and (3) activity additions or deletions. Differences for each alterna-
tive schedule are shown by color coding.

The Tbar's backbone is made up of small grey brackets, which rep-
resent all the activities in the base, in the same order as in the Gantt
chart. Additional marks are added if the activity differs in the alterna-
tives compared to the base. For example, activity ID61 has a longer
duration in the red schedule than in the base, so there is a pair of larg-
er red brackets outside the backbone (Fig. 10(d)). In addition, the size
of the red brackets depends on how much the duration of activity ID
61 is longer than in the base. Since that activity takes seven days in
the base, nine days in the red schedule, and ten days in the blue
schedule, the blue brackets are larger than the red ones (Fig. 10(d)).
If an activity is deleted in a specific alternative, there is a dotted line
across the activity brackets in the corresponding color, and if an activ-
ity is missing in the base, the brackets on the backbone will be
displayed with dotted lines (not shown). The Tbar uses bar charts to
visualize the difference of end dates, and when there are variances
in the end dates of more than one alternative for a particular activity,
we create a multi-bar cluster (Fig. 10(e)). To help users link the
TbarView and the Gantt charts, rolling the mouse cursor over an
item in the TbarView highlights the corresponding item in all Gantt
chart views.

4. Evaluation

We evaluated the visualization techniques implemented in TASM in
two phases using inspection and user-based methods, which are the
most commonly used techniques for evaluating information visualiza-
tion systems [26]. The first phase used the abstract-task inspection
method to examine the usefulness of all of our new visualization fea-
tures for schedule understanding and comparison tasks. We did this
by using a real-world sequence of schedule modifications based on
[3]. In the second phase, we conducted a user study to evaluate the use-
fulness of the overlap, SideBar, and TbarView techniques for schedule
comparison tasks. We focused the user studies on these visualization
techniques because we expected them to be the most unfamiliar to
users and therefore the most likely to have usability problems.

4.1. Phase 1: validating TASM's representation of concepts

We used TASM to encode all of the scheduling activity for a real-
world sequence of schedule modifications for partial construction of
Intel Corporation's Central Utility Building (CUB) in the Fab 22 fabrica-
tion plant, a scenario from [3]. By encoding the details from an indepen-
dent example, we were able to verify that TASM has the capabilities
necessary to handle real-world problems and verify the types of scenarios
in which TASM's novel features are needed and those where traditional
methods will suffice. The next sections describe the schedule modifica-
tions facilitated by TASM, followed by the evaluation based on the inspec-
tion method.

4.1.1. Validating the usefulness of TASM's features using an independent
case study

The original schedule for Intel's CUB is shown in Fig. 11(a). The goal
from a scheduling perspective is to expedite the activity titled ‘Install
Process Pipes B’. The solution usedby the projectmanagerwas to ‘switch’
the sequence between activities ‘Apply Fireproofing B’ and ‘Install Pro-
cess Pipes B’. This change required the Fireproofing trade to wrap the
process pipes to provide protection fromfireproofingmaterial. Themod-
ified schedule is shown in Fig. 11(b). The rest of this section describes
how the features of TASM would be used to assist with the sequence of
schedule modifications required to create the modified schedule.
Please cite this article as: M. Tory, et al., Comparative visualization of
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The initial project schedule in TASM is shown in Fig. 12(a). Using
only a basic Gantt chart, one can observe that the activity Install Process
Pipes B depends on Apply Fireproofing B. A DamagedBy constraint
(Fig. 12(b)) indicates that the fireproofing would damage the pipes if
the order of the two activities were simply switched. Nevertheless,
install process pipes B could be expedited by 1 day if the pipes were
wrapped before fireproofing and unwrapped after fireproofing. This
option requires adding an extra day to the Apply Fireproofing B activity,
but does enable Install Process pipes B to be expedited.

By highlighting network chains, we can observe predecessors of
the activity Install Process Pipes B (see Fig. 13). The constraint from
Install Process Pipes B to Apply Fireproofing B is flexible (i.e., dashed
line), which is tied with an inflexible constraint (i.e., solid line) to
Erect Frame B. Following the network chain further up, we see that
Erect Frame B has a flexible constraint to Erect Frame A indicating
that this constraint can be changed.

Fig. 14 shows constraints preceding the Erect Frame B activity.
Erect Frame B has an inflexible constraint (solid line) with the Build
Slab B activity — obviously, Slab B must be built before Frame B can
be erected on it. However, there is a day of flexibility since Build
Slab B ends 1 day before Erect Frame B starts. So, if we relax the flex-
ible constraint between Erect Frame B and Erect Frame A, we can then
expedite Erect Frame B by one day. This change propagates through
the network, ultimately expediting Apply Fireproofing B and Install
Process Pipes B (the target activity) each by 1 day.

The remainder of this section shows the interactions needed to
update the schedule consistentwith Koo et al.'s scenario. The user clicks
to relax the flexible constraint between Erect Frame B and Erect Frame A
(arrow in Fig. 15(a)). Fig. 15(a) further shows the user clicking and
dragging Install Process Pipes B left by 1 day. Activities Apply Fireproofing
B and Erect Frame B each cascade by 1 day as the Install Process Pipes B
activity shifts (i.e., because they are linked by inflexible constraints).
Fig. 15(a) now has a backward leaning line (a flexible resource con-
straint) between Erect Frame B and Erect Frame A that must be fixed
since the workers cannot do both activities at once. We therefore
need to reschedule Erect Frame A. Looking down the network chain
(see Fig. 15(b)), we see that if the violated constraint between Erect
Frame A and Erect Frame B is deleted, we are left with three flexible con-
straints succeeding Erect Frame A. We delete the resource constraint
between Apply Fireproofing A and Apply Fireproofing B, and drag the
activity Erect Frame A to the right as shown in Fig. 15(c) shows the
final revised schedule where no extra crew members are needed, and
the Install Process Pipes B activity has been expedited by 1 day. The
twodeleted resource constraints have been added back in the appropri-
ate locations.

4.1.2. Validating the usefulness of TASM's features using the Abstract Task
inspection method

We used the Abstract Task (AT) inspection method to evaluate the
visualization techniques implemented. AT's describe the tasks a sys-
tem should support, and the actions the evaluators must perform to
analyze these elements [26]. The AT inspection method allows even
novice evaluators, who lack expertise in usability and/or the applica-
tion domain, to develop more complete and precise results. AT's are
formulated in a consistent format and include the following items
[26]:

• AT classification code and title unequivocally identify the AT, and
succinctly convey its essence.

• Focus of action briefly describes the context, or focus, of the AT, by
listing the application components that are the evaluation entities.

• Intent describes the problem addressed by the AT and its rationale,
trying to make clear which is the specific goal to be achieved
through the AT application.

• Activity description describes in detail the activities to be performed
during the AT application.
construction schedules, Automation in Construction (2012), http://
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Fig. 11. Original (a) and modified (b) CPM schedule for the Intel Central Utility Building from Koo et. al. [3].
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Frame B.

Fig. 13. Highlighting network chains to reveal that Apply Fireproofing B's timing is
flexible (dashed line).

Fig. 12. Initial Fab 22 schedule, showing: (a) the highlighted target activity that must
be expedited by one day, and (b) the graphical representation of the DamagedBy
constraint.
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• Output describes the output of the fragment of the inspection the AT
refers to.

We developed abstract tasks for the scheduling domain by synthesiz-
ing and extending abstract tasks developed for visualizations in other
domains. For example, Shneiderman [27] identified some major tasks
that users would like to perform: Overview, Zoom, Filter, Details-on-
demand, Relate, Highlighting, and History. Similarly, Weherend and
Lewis [28] classified operations that a user might need to execute to
analyze data as: Locate, Identify, Distinguish, Categorize, Cluster, Distrib-
ute, Rank, Compare, Associate, and Correlate. We used many of these
tasks in our analysis and customized them to reflect the requirements
of construction schedulers. We verified that our final set covered the
schedule understanding tasks needed for the case study in Section
4.1.1. We then compared the level of support provided by TASM with
Microsoft Project. We assessed the level of support using three parame-
ters: Fully Supports, Partially Supports, and No Support. The set of
Please cite this article as: M. Tory, et al., Comparative visualization of
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.autcon.2012.08.004
Eabstract tasks we used and the corresponding level of support assess-
ment are shown in Table 2.

For each of these abstract tasks, we developed a formal AT descrip-
tion as suggested by Ardito et al. [26]. An example complete descrip-
tion is given in Fig. 16.
construction schedules, Automation in Construction (2012), http://
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Table 2 t2:1

t2:2Abstract tasks used to evaluate the visualization techniques implemented and corre-
t2:3sponding level of support provided by TASM relative to MS Project.

t2:4# Name Description Level of support

t2:5MS project TASM

t2:61. Filter Filter out uninteresting
activities or relationships

█ █

t2:72. Zoom Zoom in to get a more
detailed view of some
activities

█ █

t2:83. Details-on-demand Get more details about a
target activity

█ █

t2:94. Relationship Details Get details about the
relationships between activities
(other than FS, SS, FF, SF)

□ █

t2:105. Related Activities Find activities related to a
target activity

■ █

t2:116. Related Activity
Details

Get details about activities
related to a target activity

■ █

t2:127. Network Paths Identify paths of activities
related to a target activity

□ █

t2:138. Compare Overall
Differences

Reveal the overall differences
between two or more versions
of a schedule

□ █

t2:149. Compare Itemized
Differences

Reveal the detailed/itemized
differences between two or
more versions of a schedule

■ █

t2:15Legend: Fully supports █ partially supports ■ no support □.

Fig. 15. The interaction steps needed to update the schedule consistent with Koo et al.'s scenario. In (a) the user Expedites activities Install Process Pipes B, Apply Fireproofing B, and
Erect Frame B by 1 day by dragging Install Process Pipes B. In (b) succeeding constraints and activities from Erect Frame A are shown. (c) Shows the final schedule of Erect Frame A
and Apply Fireproofing A.
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We used the AT evaluation structure to systematically evaluate
the sequence of schedule modifications required for the Koo et al.
[3] scenario. For each AT, we conducted the series of actions in the
activity description for the AT, and made a detailed report of our find-
ings. We then compared the level of support provided by TASM com-
pared with Microsoft Project, which is a popular scheduling tool in
the construction industry. Below we summarize the more interesting
findings of our analysis. We focus on the AT's that highlight the rich-
ness of the visualization techniques developed and implemented, and
that provided enhancements to the functionality offered by existing
tools (AT's #4 and 7–9, shown in italics).

4.1.2.1. AT #4: RELATIONSHIP DETAILS: Get details about relationships
between items. Generally, we found that it was easy to reveal relation-
ship details in TASM. The user simply needs to ‘mouse over’ a con-
straint line to visualize the construction-specific relationship as an
icon (Fig. 5), and additional text is shown at the bottom of the screen.

We did, however, identify two potential usability problems for this
task. First, when a constraint is not highlighted (via a network chain),
then the construction-specific constraint coloring is not as obvious be-
cause the lines are too thin. This problem was greatly reduced for the
generic constraints since there were only two possible colors. Fortu-
nately, this problem is not too severe because the construction-
specific constraint types can be verified using the mouse-over meth-
od. Second, when the user is zoomed in within a large schedule, some
connections go to activities that are outside the current view, making
it difficult to see what they are linked to. A possible solution would
be to have a small overview of the schedule as a separate inset win-
dow; connections of interest could be highlighted and the connected
activity would be visible in the overview window.

TASM provides a higher level of support when compared with
Microsoft Project because it represents the construction-specific con-
text of constraints and their flexibility. In contrast, Microsoft Project
simply represents the logic behind the constraint (i.e., Start-to-Start
(SS), Finish-to-Start (FS), Finish-to-Finish (FF), or Start-to-Finish
(SF)).

4.1.2.2. AT# 7: NETWORK PATH: Reveal a path of activities connected to
a target activity. TASM's designwas very successful for this task. Network
chain highlighting made it easy to visualize paths of connected activities.
There is also a very lightweight mechanism to remove the highlight
(by simply moving the mouse to another activity).
Please cite this article as: M. Tory, et al., Comparative visualization of
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RWe did notice that it would be useful to automatically adjust the
scaling of the horizontal (time) axis based on the average duration
of activities in the schedule. This would avoid making network chains,
and the schedule as a whole, appear cramped when activities have
short durations.

TASM provides a higher level of support when compared with
Microsoft Project because it is able to represent network paths for
any activity of interest. In contrast, Microsoft Project only visually
represents critical paths, and if there are multiple critical paths in a
schedule, it does not distinguish between these alternative paths.

4.1.2.3. AT #8: COMPARE OVERALL DIFFERENCE: Reveal the overall differ-
ence between two ormore related schedules. For understanding differences
between two versions of a schedule, we found that the overlap and side-
bar features (see Fig. 9) were very helpful. The sidebar makes it easy to
see where all differences occur, providing a useful overview. It is also
easy to navigate to individual differences by mouse-over on this bar.
construction schedules, Automation in Construction (2012), http://
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This is especially helpful for larger schedules, where spotting the differ-
ences in the detailed Gantt charts is very hard. One potential challenge
that we identified was that the specific meaning of the icons in the side-
bar may be non-obvious and difficult to remember. This was confirmed
in our user study (Section 4.2).

For viewing overall differences between 3–4 versions of a
schedule, we found that the TbarView provides a good overview
of which activities are delayed vs. expedited in each alternative.
If an activity is included that represents the entire schedule length,
then the view also provides an easy way to compare overall sched-
ule lengths. One problem that we noticed was that in a large
schedule, the activities on the TbarView become very small,
making it difficult to easily see the colored bars. A solution that
we suggest is to hide uninteresting portions of the TbarView
(i.e. activities that are unchanged) so that more space can be de-
voted to the visualization of differences.

The TbarView, overlap and sidebar techniques provide a higher
level of support compared to Microsoft Project, enabling an enhanced
understanding of the differences between alternative versions of
the schedule. Microsoft Project does not provide any functionality to
visually highlight overall differences between schedules.

4.1.2.4. AT #9: COMPARE ITEMIZED DIFFERENCE: Reveal the detailed/
itemized differences between two or more related schedules. Numerous
features of the TbarView facilitated this type of task. Since individual
activities are represented directly in the TbarView, a user can easily
make comparisons of end date and duration for a given activity with-
out needing to refer to the detailed Gantt chart views. The popup box
was particularly useful for seeing exact details about time differences.
In addition, the linked highlighting feature made it easy to transition
between the TbarView and other views, since a particular activity
could be easily located in all views. One very minor usability problem
was that the Gantt chart views should scroll automatically to reveal a
highlighted activity in the TbarView.

However, our analysis of this task did reveal one important limita-
tion of our design. The TbarView only visualizes activities, not the con-
straints that link them. Therefore, a user needs to refer to the detailed
Gantt charts to determine which of the differences might be related to
one another. This limitation is more challenging to correct than the
other usability issues we identified, since a new visualization design is
needed. One possibility would be to augment the TbarView with links
between activities in the form of arcs. Additional research will be need-
ed to determine howwell such an approachwould scale to large sched-
ules with many constraints.

TASM provides a much higher level of support compared to
Microsoft Project in terms of visually illustrating specific differences
Please cite this article as: M. Tory, et al., Comparative visualization of
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to visually show the same activities of alternative versions of a sched-
ule, as shown in Fig. 7, and users can interpret the changes based on
the relative position of the activity bars but the specific changes are
not explicitly represented.

4.1.2.5. Summary of AT inspection. This phase of the evaluation demon-
strated the usefulness of TASM's new design features to support rep-
resentative schedule modifications required by scheduling experts.
This assessment demonstrates that TASM provides better support
for representing relationship details, network paths, and comparisons
between two or more schedules compared with Microsoft Project.
Most of the usability issues noted could be addressed by straightfor-
ward design changes and did not diminish the usefulness of the visu-
alization techniques. Our analysis was able to identify these issues
and make numerous design suggestions to resolve them. In addition,
we were able to identify some interesting design challenges for future
work, especially the need to visualize constraints on the TbarView, as
well as changes in those constraints.

The next phase of the evaluation tested the schedule comparison
features implemented in TASM. We focused the user studies on these
visualization techniques because they are novel and have not been test-
ed by users in any domain.

4.2. Phase 2: user studies

A two-part user study was conducted to evaluate the Overlap,
Sidebar and TbarView techniques. We focused only on evaluating
our novel comparison related features, and aimed to identify the ben-
efits and the limitations of the new features for project scheduling.
The base schedule used was derived from an actual construction
schedule created by the General Contractor for a 5-story building pro-
ject. For the alternative schedules, we made small variations to the
base schedule that would be comparable in scope to a set of viable al-
ternative schedules.

We expected the user studies to verify the following hypotheses:

H1. Overlap and Sidebar would support better performance than the
side-by-side approach for comparing two schedules.

H2. Users would prefer to work on one single view (TbarView) rather
than switching between Gantt chart views for comparing more than
two schedules.

H3. TbarView would improve performance in capturing a summary
of differences among multiple schedules.
construction schedules, Automation in Construction (2012), http://
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We recruited twelve participants (3 female, 9male), whowere senior
undergrad and graduate students from Engineering and Computer Sci-
ence. The participants were asked to complete several comparison ori-
ented tasks, with a 10-minute break between the two parts. The
entire procedure took one to twohours including an interview. Sessions
were videotaped. All tasks were done on a real building project sched-
ule with minor changes.

In the first part of the study, we studied the participants' perfor-
mance when using overlap vs. side-by-side (i.e., Gantt charts were
side-by-side in separate panels) approaches for comparing two versions
of a schedule. In the second part of the study, we compared users' per-
formancewith andwithout the TbarView for comparingmore than two
versions of a schedule. A more detailed write-up of this study can be
found in [11].

4.2.1. Overlap and sidebar vs. side-by-side
We compared two interfaces: (1) typical side-by-side Gantt charts

and (2) Gantt charts with our overlap and sidebar techniques. Partici-
pants completed six tasks for each interface. They were asked to com-
plete the tasks as fast as they could, and to indicate verbally when they
felt confident about the answer. The tasks were comparison oriented,
and based on discussions with professional project managers. Two sets
of corresponding tasks were created (see Table 3). In Task 2 and Task 6
activity IDs were provided, and in Task 3, Task 4 and Task 5 the ranges
of IDswere provided. The complexity of two task sets was kept as sim-
ilar as possible (e.g., we kept the size of a search range the same but
changed the IDs for the range). Order of the interfaces was random,
but the order of the two task sets was the same across subjects. In
this way, any potential differences in difficulty between the task
sets should be counterbalanced.

Participants performed faster, on average, with the overlap approach.
These differences were significant for tasks 1 and 3. Therefore, H1 was
supported. For example, in Task 1 the participants were asked to find
out whether the overall project was delayed. Here they could examine
the first activity, which served as the summary of the whole project.
The overlap approach benefited their performance in those tasks,
because all the information was encoded in one schedule window.
Users also liked the linked navigation and thought it could save a lot of
their time.

We expected the sidebar to make it easier to quickly answer some
types of questions. For example, we expected users to take advantage
of the “+”/“−”signs on the sidebar to compare the durations of a single
activity (Task 4). However, participants mostly focused on the Gantt
chart and ignored the sidebar, so no significant difference was observed
for Task 4. Participants reported that they either forgot to use the
U
N
C
O

Table 3
Tasks for comparing two versions of a schedule using Overlap vs. Side-by-Side
methods. P-values are given if the difference in response time is significant at the
0.05 level.

Task number
and description

Average time (s) p

Side-by-side Overlap

Task 1 Is the project finished later
in Schedule A?

37 21

Task 2 Is a specific activity finished
later in Schedule A?

44 33

Task 3 Within a specified range, find
out which activity is finished
earlier in Schedule A.

64 49

Task 4 Within a specified range, find
out which activity has a longer
duration in Schedule A.

43 41

Task 5 Within a specified range, find
out which activity is deleted
in Schedule A.

35 24

Task 6 Compare the attributes of a
specific activity.

107 87
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sidebar or found the Gantt charts more helpful because the marks
were larger and more detailed information was available. Some partic-
ipants checked the Gantt charts even after getting the answer from
the sidebar.

4.2.2. TbarView vs. multiple schedule windows
The same participants were asked to compare 4 schedules (one of

which was the base), using (1) multiple schedule windows vs. (2)
multiple schedule windows plus TbarView. The two interfaces were
in random order, but all participants completed the two tasks in the
same order. Participants completed 10 tasks (5 for each interface,
see Table 4). In Task 3 and Task 5 activity IDs were provided, and in
Task 2 and Task 4 the ranges of IDs were provided.

Participants liked the TbarView, and were significantly faster with
the TbarView in two tasks. Thus H3 was supported. Participants found
that the TbarView provided a useful summary, and that they could
then use Gantt charts for more details if necessary. This was easier for
participants than switching their attention back and forth between sev-
eral Gantt charts, supporting H2. However, because the TbarViewwas a
separate window, we encountered another problem — physical view
switching. With one monitor, the TbarView inevitably overlapped
with the Gantt charts (see Fig. 10), so users had to adjust the positions
of windows. This physical switch was irritating to users, and they got
frustrated as the switch frequency increased. Although there were
only 4 errors across all subjects and tasks, all of them happened with
the TbarView, possibly due to the physical view switching. Therefore,
we suggest displaying the TbarView as a panelwithin themainwindow
or on a separate monitor tomake physical view switching unnecessary.

We also obtained several other suggestions to improve the TbarView.
Users requestedmore information about activities on the TbarView, such
as descriptions, dates, and critical path activities, so that they would not
have to refer to the Gantt charts. Users also expected summaries at the
milestone level in addition to the whole project scope. Some participants
were also confused by the inconsistency of bar start points in the
TbarView. A better choice may be to keep the starting point of all bars
consistent, but to lower the saturation of the bars so that the brackets
can still be seen.

5. Conclusions and future work

We presented several new approaches for visualizing and interacting
with project schedules, including graphical representation of constraint
types, interactive highlighting of network chains, and methods to
t4:2Tasks for comparing four versions of a schedule with the TbarView vs. multiple sched-
t4:3ule windows. P-values are given if the difference in response time is significant at the
t4:40.05 level.

t4:5Task number
and description

Average time (s) p

t4:6Gantt charts
only

Gantt charts
+TbarView

t4:7Task 1 Compare finish dates
of the project in the
alternatives.

80 65

t4:8Task 2 Within a specified
range, find the
activity that has the
largest delay.

110 67 0.02

t4:9Task 3 For a specific activity,
compare the finish dates
(i.e., the time delayed).

111 147

t4:10Task 4 Within a specified
range, find an activity
that has different
duration than the base.

92 90

t4:11Task 5 Compare the duration
of a specific activity in
different alternatives.

142 110 0.02
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visualize differences between multiple schedule versions. These tech-
niques were implemented in TASM, our scheduling visualization testbed.
Our tests demonstrate that these techniques enhance traditional schedule
visualization methods such as Gantt charts and network diagrams. We
believe these enhancements will be a great benefit to construction
schedulers who need to manage and update large, complicated project
schedules.

Our new techniques for interacting with construction schedules
can be extended in several ways. An obvious next step would be to
integrate and potentially extend these new visualization techniques
to work within a 4D CAD system. The ability to combine spatial and
non-spatial data will likely require new visualization and interaction
techniques. Another important issue is scalability. In both the TbarView
and overlap techniques, details are difficult to seewhen very large sched-
ules are zoomed out. Implementing focus+context and guaranteed visi-
bility features similar to those in TreeJuxtaposer [29] would be a useful
next step to address this issue. We would also like to explore ways to
visualize differences in constraints between activities, a need that we
identified in our abstract task inspection. Finally, users might also need
to analyze the reasoning behind variances or their further impact. To
address these concerns, our visualization techniques could be extended
and integrated with other resource analysis tools.
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